Static Discharge Reels are indispensable to reduce the hazards from static discharge that can arise while filling or dispensing fuel or other combustible liquids from fuel trucks or railcars.

The new reel BSD20100 comes with a 100 ft long cable and open spool, allowing you to extend the reach compared with our original offering. The reel includes spring rewind, centrifugal brake and ratchet lock. In addition to the BSD20100, we also offer three different reels: BSD2050 (50 ft long reel with steel cable), BSD2050N (50 ft long reel with nylon covered steel cable) and BSD2050Y (35 ft of straight cable to a Y split of 15 ft with a clamp at each end).

Features and Benefits

- 100 ft and 50 ft cable lengths
- Automatic E-Z PULL™ Rewinding
- Rugged Steel Construction
- Compact Enclosed Design (excluding BSD20100)
- Positive Ratchet Lock with Ratchet On/Off Switch (excluding BSD20100)
- Permanent Ratchet Lock (BSD20100 only)
- Steel Cable Installed
- 100 Amp Universal Jaw-Type Grounding Clamp
- Red Baked-on Finish
- Made in the USA
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Markets & Applications
- Petroleum or Chemical Facilities
- Paint Industry
- Rail Car Loading
- Tanker Truck Loading